
Solfeggio Meditations 

These compositions have been specially crafted and precisely tuned to transmit each of the solfeggio 
frequencies. The compositions contain an array of sacred instruments and sounds such as crystal bowls 
and didgeridoo and sacred chants, which work to further enhance the effects of the solfeggio 
tones. These incredible tones each resonate to specific frequency that our original blueprint is composed 
from. Exposing ourselves to these frequencies helps to bring our bodies, cells and DNA back into balance. 
Different parts of our bodies and organs all have specific frequencies of optimum resonance (perfect 
state of health), and therefore listening to these tones allows the body to absorb and remember (know) 
its original blueprint, moving it back towards its prefect state of alignment and resonance. 
 



Modern science is now beginning to recognize what the ancient mystics throughout time have been 
saying; that everything is in a constant state of vibration, and therefore everything that is vibrating has 
a sound (even if it’s not audible). Everything also has its own optimum rate of vibration, and this is 
called resonance. When we are in resonance, we are in balance and harmony with creation.  
 
Emotions and mental states also have their own optimum resonance and with the recognition that every 
organ, and every cell, absorbs and emits sound, we can therefore understand how specific sounds and 
frequencies can be used as powerful healing tools. This is how the ancient Solfeggio frequencies work 
and is why the Gregorian monks used this specific scale for chanting and healing.  

What are the Solfeggio frequencies? 
The Solfeggio frequencies are sound frequencies used for healing purposes. The story about these 
healing sounds is quite fascinating. It turns out that they were accurately sung in the context of 
ancient Gregorian chants, but the precise tuning, the technique and the knowledge about their healing 
properties were somehow lost later. 
It was Dr. Joseph Puleo who rediscovered the Solfeggio sounds in the 70s by finding the frequencies 
(measured in hertz) of these unique healing sounds. The interesting thing is that he found these 
frequencies encoded in the Bible, in the book of Numbers, chapter 7, verses 12-89. He used the 
Pythagorean method of numeral reduction to unravel the mysterious six mathematical patterns 
encoded there: 396, 417, 528, 639, 741 and 852. 
One notorious scientific validation that these patterns can be used as vibrational healing frequencies is 
the fact that the 528 Hz frequency is precisely the one used by geneticists nowadays to repair 
damaged human DNA. 

Why are they called Solfeggio sounds? 

As you may know from your music theory, “Solfeggio” is the vocalization of the tones in a 
music scale (also called “solfa” syllables). 

The original Solfeggio scale was composed of six tones. The names of these original six sounds 
(Ut, Re Mi, Fa, Sol, La) came as abbreviations of the first stanza (in Latin) of the famous 
Medieval Hymn "Ut queant laxis", written by Paul the Deacon in the 8th Century A.D. for the 
feast of the birth of St. John the Baptist: 

What are the healing properties attributed to the 
original Solfeggio sound frequencies? 

The first frequency, UT (396 Hz), is used for negative field release, which means getting rid 
of fear and guilt. 
The second frequency, RE (417 Hz), is used to allow and create positive change. 
The third frequency, MI (528 Hz), is considered to be the frequency for transformation and 
miracles, as well as DNA repair. 
The fourth frequency, FA (639 Hz), is the frequency for love and unity. 
The fifth frequency, SOL (741 Hz), is the frequency for intuition and enlightenment. 
The sixth frequency, LA (852 Hz), is used for spiritual sight and awareness. 
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